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QC 300/600
Cubing

Maximize your yield with the QC 300 and QC 600 cuber. It’s ideal for continuous high volume 
inline processing of boneless beef, pork, and poultry into cube steak, stir fry, chicken fried steak, 
or schnitzel. The machine’s patented roller design provides a cross-cut without the necessity 
of turning the product—a time and labor savings! Its tool-less cartridge removal and washdown 
design allow for easy maintenance and rapid product changeover.

The QC can be configured as either a stand-alone process or integrated into a system of cubers 
for even higher yields!

  > Patented design provides cross-cut without turning the product
  > Ideal for continuous high-volume processing applications
  > Small footprint maximizes floor space

Ways the Qc 300/600 maXimiZes your roi

  > Tool-less cartridge removal allows for product changeover in a matter of minute
  > Flip open top and tool-less belt removal for easy wash down 
  > Can be integrated with other QC machines for additional processing with minimal operator   

     intervention

game changing standard Features

tWo Pass cubing Without the second Pass
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Virtual Demo

Ross offers a case ready system designed to completely flatten and tenderize your product with minimal 
human intervention. The system includes a Ross Flattener and up to three QC cubing machines. This  
configuration allows for improved product consistency and greater quality control. Using this system up to 
85% of steaks are ready for tray placement and packaging without further handwork required, creating a 
labor savings of up to 75%.

This system can also be integrated with Ross’ MAP or VSP tray sealing systems for a total processing and 
packaging solution.

The Ross Case Ready System allows for complete flattening and cubing, dramatically reducing the need for handwork.

QC 300/600
Cubing

QC600 QC300

Machine Dimensions 41” L x 44” W x 42” H 41”L x 29”W x 42”H

Power Requirements 230v or 480v 230v or 480v

Conveyor Width 24” (600mm) 12” (300mm)

Conveyor Speed 64 FPM 64 FPM

Max Product Thickness .75” (19mm) .75” (19mm)

Product Temperature ≥32°F ≥32°F

Machine Weight 650 lbs 650 lbs

Specif ications

the ross case ready cubing system


